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ABSTRACT

The physics involved in the interaction between statisti-

cally steady, unsheared turbulence and a blocking surface is

highly dependent on the precise nature of the surface, i. e.

whether it is a free-slip surface or a solid wall. In this pa-

per, we use direct numerical simulation to investigate the

di�erences between these two situations, the original ow

con�guration introduced by Campagne et al. (2006a,2006b)

has been used as a basis for this comparative study. Two

simulations have been performed with strictly identical nu-

merical and physical parameters except for the dynamic

boundary condition at the plane surface which is either free-

slip (free surface) or no-slip (solid wall). We show that the

extent of the blocking e�ect (outer layer) is strictly the same

in both cases. The precise nature of the dynamic boundary

condition only inuences the inner layers. Both ow con�gu-

rations have been fully documented including the Reynolds-

stress budgets. The di�erences in the intercomponent energy

transfer (pressure-strain correlations) are thoroughly investi-

gated. It is shown that the transfer, although slightly larger

in the solid wall case, is a signi�cant contributor to both

budgets: the slight di�erence may be attributed to viscous

e�ects as suggested by Perot and Moin (1995). This is ob-

viously not the case for the net level of the correlation. We

suggest that this level { representative of the splat/antisplat

imbalance in the Perot-Moin phenomenology { is a conse-

quence of the dissymmetry in the interacting turbulent �eld.

INTRODUCTION

An original numerical con�guration has been designed

by Campagne et al. (2006a,2006b) in order to study the in-

teraction between statistically steady, unsheared turbulence

and a blocking surface within a direct numerical simulation

(DNS) framework. A random force sustains turbulence in

a �xed-width plane layer, in the middle of and parallel to

two surfaces where the desired boundary conditions are ap-

plied (see Fig. 1). After a transient, a statistically steady

state is obtained in which turbulence decreases across a pure-

di�usion region, before interacting with the surface. In the

work of Campagne et al., this con�guration was studied us-

ing a fully pseudo-spectral Fourier solver. Due to inherent

Fourier-solver limitations, the study had to be limited to the

case of a free-slip surface boundary condition.

In order to overcome such a limitation, a new solver

has been built using a mixed spectral/�nite-di�erence dis-

cretization. The free surface and solid wall cases (hereinafter

referred to as FS and SW) have been computed with strictly

identical forcing �elds, uid properties (density, viscosity),

and domain dimensions; thus ensuring a meaningful com-

parison. Our purpose is twofold: �rst, to fully document

both ow con�gurations and second, to better understand

the physics involved in the intercomponent energy transfer

Figure 1: Numerical setup.

mechanism near a blocking surface. As the second point

is considered, it is now well established that, while the

pressure-strain correlation behaves usually as a return-to-

isotropy mechanism, the picture changes drastically in the

vicinity of the surface where it promotes energy transfer

from the normal to the tangential directions. This is ob-

served in free-surface ows as well as in wall-bounded ows.

Such behavior has long been attributed to the \splat ef-

fect": due to kinematic blocking, packets of uid impacting

the surface transfer their normal kinetic energy to directions

parallel to the surface. This interpretation has later been ex-

tended by Perot and Moin (1995) (hereinafter referred to as

PM95) to take into account the necessary counterpart of the

splat mechanism: the \antisplat" mechanism in which col-

lisions between packets of uid traveling along the surface

may produce ejection of uid normal to the surface. The

splat/antisplat mechanism lead to opposite contributions

to the pressure-strain correlation and, consistently, Perot

and Moin have suggested that the net level of the corre-

lation should be determined by the imbalance between the

two kinds of events. In their comparative study of initially

isotropic turbulence decaying in the presence of either a free

surface or a solid wall, they further concluded that the action

of viscosity was responsible for the imbalance. In our con-

�guration, the Reynolds-stress budgets are not dominated

by viscous dissipation and the time variation terms. Instead

turbulence is continuously injected into the surface layer by

turbulence di�usion from the forcing region. We are thus

getting closer to the turbulent boundary layer arrangement

with a turbulence production remote from the wall, than pre-

vious DNS in which a surface is inserted within a decaying

turbulent �eld. In this paper we point out that these char-

acteristics will help to get a better insight into the physical

processes that set the level of the pressure-strain correlation

in wall-bounded turbulence.
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Numerical setup

The incompressible Navier Stokes equations are solved in

a hybrid Fourier/physical space. A pseudo-spectral Fourier

algorithm is applied in the two periodic directions, while a

sixth-order compact scheme (Lele, 1992) is preferred along

the surface-normal direction. A new random forcing has

been de�ned and implemented (Bodart et al., 2008) within

the mixed Spectral/Physical space. The major di�culty was

to localize this forcing in space while satisfying the following

constraints: the forcing must be active at large scales only,

divergence-free and decorelated in time.

Presentation of DNS cases

The number of grid points is the same in both cases:

224x224 dealiased modes in the x and y direction, 288

points in z, the wall-normal direction. The same cosine type

stretching is used in the z direction in both cases and ensures

a statistically equivalent behavior in the forced layer. The

resulting Reynolds numbers based on the turbulent length

scale l = k3=2=� and on the Taylor micro length scale are

shown in table 1.

Free-slip surface No-slip wall

Location z=L Re�f Rel Re�f Rel

M 12.8 145 1225 142 1225

F 8.5 66 150 66 150

B 0. 44 114 0 0

Table 1: Characteristic Reynolds numbers, at three z-

locations, M: middle plane F: forced layer edge B: Boundary

plane.

Statistics generation

In this con�guration, the time scale grows across the dif-

fusive layer, and reaches a maximum at the surface in the

FS case and slightly above the wall the in the SW case.

Based on the value T � = max[k="(z)], statistics were gath-

ered during 10 time units in both the SW and FS cases.

Total computations required around 12000 CPU hours on

the IBM/POWER6 platform at IDRIS(Paris).

FLOW STRUCTURE

The ow structure involves several distinct regions as,

starting from the forced layer, turbulence di�uses toward

the surface until the presence of the latter is felt.

The pure-di�usion region.

In this region, the ow structure is governed by a

balance between turbulent di�usion and dissipation. In

oscillating-grid experiments (see for instance De Silva and

Fernando, 1994), the lengthscale linearly increases with the

distance to the turbulent source while the turbulent kinetic

energy decreases.

The velocity and vorticity isotropy factors, de�ned re-

spectively as Iu = w0=u0 and I! = !0x=!
0

z are plotted in

Fig. 2. Iu reaches a value of 1.14 in the region where the

length scale is linear. This is in agreement with the constant

value given by De Silva and Fernando (1.18).

The outer blockage layer.

Further away from the forced layer and closer to the

surface, the ow enters a surface-inuenced layer, which is

subject to (i) the kinematic (impermeability) condition, and

(ii) the dynamic (free-slip or no-slip) boundary condition.

The inuence of the kinematic condition is felt farther from

the surface than that of the dynamic boundary condition;

for this reason the surface-inuenced layer can be denoted

as the outer \blockage" layer. The latter includes, adjacent

to the surface, an inner \slip" or \viscous" layer (depending

on the precise nature of the dynamic boundary condition).

The inuence of the impermeability condition (according

to which the surface-normal velocity component cancels at

the surface) can be traced through the behavior of the ve-

locity isotropy factor. The blockage layer can be de�ned as

the region across which it goes from its pure-di�usion value

(1.14 here) down to zero at the surface. Figure 2 shows this

evolution, the most striking feature is the very similar be-

havior in both cases, despite very di�erent turbulent energy

levels close to the surface (one order of magnitude smaller

in the SW case than in the FS case when the surface asymp-

totic behaviors are considered). A major conclusion that

arises is that the normal extent of the blocking e�ect does

not depend on the precise nature of the dynamic boundary

condition.
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Figure 2: Isotropy factors Iu and I! (the vertical coordinate

is not normalized).

We also substantiate the point, introduced in Cam-

pagne et al. (2006a), according to which the length scale

L =
�
dIu=dzjz=0

�
�1

can be used as a measure of the block-

age layer thickness. Very close values are found in the two

cases: 0.234 and 0.236 respectively in the FS and SW case.

The actual thickness of the the outer blockage layer is about

4L (Campagne, 2006b). The L quantity will be used in the

following to normalize the vertical coordinate.

The inner layers

An essential di�erence between the two boundary condi-

tions arises from their consequences on the vortex dynamics

near the surface: the free-slip condition yields a vorticity vec-

tor normal to the surface while the no-slip condition imposes

that it becomes tangential. Figure 2 shows the evolution of

the vorticity isotropy factor I! . It stresses the di�erence

between the two cases : (i) in either FS and SW cases, I!
increases towards the surface in the upper part of the outer

layer { this is a blockage layer e�ect; (ii) closer to the wall,
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I! goes to zero in the FS case while it goes to in�nity in

the SW case. In the FS case, the thickness of the inner slip

layer can be de�ned as the distance to the surface at which

I! reaches its maximum, while in the SW case, the inner vis-

cous layer could be de�ned according to the kinetic energy

pro�le (not shown here).

REYNOLDS STRESSES BUDGETS

In this con�guration the ow is statistically axisymmetric

and the Reynolds-stresses budgets reduce to:

0 = �
@u2w

@z
+ �

@2u2

@z2
+ 2

p

�
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@x
� 2�

@u

@xk

@u

@xk

= Du
11 +D�

11 +�11 � "11 (1)
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�
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33 +D�

33 +Dp
33

+�33 � "33 (2)

Thus Du and Dp on the one hand, and D� on the other,

respectively denote turbulent and viscous di�usion while ���
stands for the dissipation of u�u�. Figures 3 and 4 respec-

tively display the surface-normal evolution of the tangential

and normal kinetic energy budgets.
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Figure 3: Surface-normal pro�le of the tangential Reynolds

Stress budget.1

In the FS case, the budgets are remarkably consistent

with those by obtained by Campagne et al. (2006a). Out-

side the inner layer, the magnitudes of the di�erent terms

are very similar to those found in the SW case. However,

we get a clear contrast in the inner layer in response to the

slip versus no-slip condition at the surface: viscous di�usion

balances dissipation in the no-slip case while both of them

act in the same way and balance the turbulent di�usion in

the SW case. The pressure-strain correlation plays a similar

role in both cases. In the near-surface region it is a sink

term for the normal stress and a source term for the tan-

gential stress. This expected feature was already described

by Walker et al. (1996) and PM95. In contrast with the

standard return-to-isotropy e�ect embedded in the pressure-

strain correlation remote from the wall, the intercomponent

1We plot here raw values in order to make proper compar-

isons. Nevertheless the value of the dissipation " = 1=2 � "ii at

the surface reach "s = 0:00648 and "s = 0:001275 in the no-slip

and free-slip case respectively.
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Figure 4: Surface-normal pro�le of the normal Reynolds

Stress budget.1

energy transfer is thus reversed and produces anisotropy in

the near-surface region. The interpretation given by PM95

relies upon the splat and antisplat mechanisms according to

which energy is removed from the normal component and

transferred the tangential one (splat) and conversely from

the tangential component to the normal one (antisplat). It

was further claimed that viscous friction along the wall pre-

vents that all kinetic energy, transferred to the tangential

component by the splat event, be restored to the normal

component by the antisplat event. In our simulations, it ap-

pears that viscous friction only accounts for a minor increase

in the magnitude of �33 in the SW case as compared to the

FS case. Interestingly, the pressure-strain keeps the same

order of magnitude in both cases. This suggests that an-

other reason has to be found to explain the splat/antisplat

imbalance.
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Figure 5: Normal pressure strain correlation decomposition1

using the sign of @w=@z.
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INTERCOMPONENT ENERGY TRANSFER

The splat/antisplat phenomenon being related to im-

pact/ejection of uid along the normal direction, it can be

traced in instantaneous �elds by following the sign of the

normal velocity component. Moreover, due to the vanishing

of the normal velocity at the surface in both cases, its normal

derivative, @w=@z, and w itself exhibit similar distributions

in the close neighborhood of the surface. Splat events, as-

sociated with uid packets moving towards the surface, are

thus characterized by negative @w=@z. Antisplat events, or

uid packets moving away from the surface yield positive

values of the vertical strain @w=@z. Accordingly, we split

the contributions to the normal pressure-strain correlation

�33 in two parts, �+
33

and ��

33
, by applying a conditional

sampling based on the sign of @w=@z.

Figure 5 shows such a decomposition in the SW and

FS cases. In both situations, the sign of the �� correla-

tion switches to negative in the vicinity of the boundary, in

agreement with the concept of splats driving normal kinetic

energy from the normal to the tangential components. The

�+ correlation, almost vanishes at the free-slip wall and un-

expectedly brings an extra negative contribution to ��

33
in

the no-slip case. We thus suggest that the intercomponent

transfer represented by �33 results from a more complex

mechanism than a simple disequilibrium between splats and

antisplats as advocated by PM95. We will now take a closer

look to these elementary events and try to decipher the way

they contribute to the pressure-strain correlation.

Quadrant decomposition

In order to understand how local events can build up

the pressure-strain correlation, we unfold its content in the

(p; @w=@z) plane at a given distance from the surface, say

z0. To reach statistical convergence, we collect data from

35 instantaneous �elds every �t=T � = 0:15, thus basing our

analysis on close to four million samples for each displayed

dataset. Figures 6 and 7 show isocontours of the contribu-

tion to �33 at z0 = 0 in the FS case and at z0 = 0:25L in

the SW case. These values have been selected in order to

ensure that the pressure-strain correlation is of the same or-

der of magnitude in both cases. A logarithmic scale is used

to maximize the number of visible events.

Figure 6 refers to the FS case. It shows that most of

the samples are found when the pressure uctuation and

the vertical strain are close to their rms values. We also

observe a small number of realizations located far from the

origin in the lower-right quadrant. These events exhibit the

expected features of splats since positive pressure uctua-

tions, p > 0, result from uid packets impacting the surface,

w < 0 or @w=@z < 0. Tables in Fig. 6 give the cumula-

tive contribution to �33 and the integrated joint probability

function from each quadrant. With 1:83 times �33 coming

from splat events, representing only 19.5% of the samples,

we conclude that the energy transfer is driven at �rst order

by a small number of high-intensity splat events. Standard

antisplat events are located in the upper-right quadrant, i.e.

associated to a local pressure rise as uid packets traveling

along the surface impact each others. They are represented

by scarce incursions towards large uctuations of pressure

and strain. However, they are seen to be as likely and con-

tribute in the same proportion to �33 as those lying in the

two last quadrants (lower-left and upper-left). The content

of which cannot be clearly associated with a de�nite pressure

response to a local kinematic pattern.

In �gure 7, referring to the SW case, we notice two
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Figure 6: Contribution in the �33 correlation, for the FS

case, at z=L = 0. Both axis are normalized using their

respective rms values.
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Figure 7: Contribution in the �33 correlation, for the NS

case, at z=L = 0:25. Both axis are normalized using their

respective rms values.

majors di�erences with the FS case. The �rst one is the

complete disappearance of the antisplats, together with a

signi�cant reduction in the strain-rate intensity in the upper-

right quadrant. This can probably be attributed to the
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viscous e�ects, which slow down the uid particles moving

along the wall before producing an antisplat, thus verifying

the conjecture of PM95. The second one is the net disequi-

librium between the two upper quadrants, which leads to a

negative global contribution to the pressure-strain correla-

tion. This is in agreement with Fig. 5 but cannot be clearly

explained at this stage.

We can now consider that the splat and antisplat pro-

cesses refer to a small number of correlated events. They de-

rive from high intensity normal strain rates, able to dominate

the non-local contributions in the resulting pressure �eld.

This local correlation is responsible for opposite directions

in the intercomponent energy transfer. Figure 8 shows the

correlation coe�cient which compares the pressure-strain

correlation and the rms value of each term involved. Its

low value far from the surface shows that the pressure uc-

tuation and the strain rate are almost uncorrelated, while its

increase close to the SW/FS region suggests the occurence

of correlated events.
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Figure 8: Correlation coe�cient for the normal pressure

strain term �33: c(z) = j�33j=[p0 � (@w=@z)0].

Figure 9: Map of the @w=@z �eld at z=L = 0, in the FS case.

Normalization is coherent with Fig. 6.

Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the aforementioned charac-

teristics of the splat/antisplat events, using the �eld @w=@z

to separate regions of motion toward or from the surface.

Nearly circular impacts of uid moving toward the free sur-

face look like the interaction of a jet with a surface. The

most striking feature in the FS case is the presence of anti-

splats surrounding the splats. It is worthwhile to notice the

very high intensity of the splats as compared to that of the

antisplats. In order to satisfy the continuity equation, large

areas of uid slowly leaving the surface compensate for the

presence of few localized splats.

Figure 10: Map of the @w=@z �eld at z=L = 0:25, in the SW

case. Normalization is coherent with Fig. 7.

Splat/anti-splat imbalance.

In their numerical experiment, where the boundary con-

dition is suddenly imposed at the edge of a cubic domain

�lled with decaying homogeneous turbulence, PM95 noticed

that the order of magnitude of this energy transfer was rel-

atively low in the FS case as compared to that observed

in the SW case. They suggest that the disequilibrium be-

tween splat/antisplat in the latter case is controlled by the

viscosity which slows down the uid packets moving along

the wall before being ejected back into the ow; while in

the FS case, the absence of friction at the surface leads to a

global equilibrium. In a similar simulation but at longer

time, Walker et al. (1996) introduced the idea that the

return-to-isotropy mechanism was still present in the near

surface region. It should act against the splat phenomenon,

and therefore leave a signi�cant amount of energy transfer

at short time (low anisotropy level), and conversely inhibit

the transfer at longer time (high anisotropy level). In our

experiment, (i) the isotropy level is identical in both cases

(see Fig. 2), and therefore the amount of energy transfer

through the return-to-isotropy mechanism should be the

same, (ii) the magnitude of the pressure-strain correlation

is comparable in both cases, which suggests another reason

than viscosity for the imbalance between splats and anti-

splats (iii) the imbalance appears as slightly higher in the

SW case which does not rule out that viscosity still plays

some role.

In order to �nd the reason for the imbalance between the

two kinds of event, we will try to evaluate the consequences

of the dyssymmetry observed above in the velocity gradient

distribution: small/large areas of fast/slow uid moving to-

ward/from the surface. The tables in Fig. 6 help to quantify

this dissymmetry: when adding the percentage of realiza-

tions of events with a positive/negative normal strain rate,
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Figure 11: Normal-velocity skewness Sw and normal-

velocity-gradient skewness _Sw.

it leads to a large imbalance of 60% against 40%, in favor

of the ejection events. The SW cases reveals an even higher

imbalance (64%-36%). In terms of probability density func-

tion, it is consistent with a negative skewness. In Fig. 11, we

present the skewness of normal-velocity Sw and that of the

normal-velocity derivative _Sw, which represent the dissym-

metry in the normal-velocity and normal-velocity-gradient

uctuating �elds. Some basic physical considerations are

necessary to understand how such a dissymmetry can lead

to a signi�cant imbalance between splat and antisplat events.

Indeed, any linear process would result in a perfect equilib-

rium with or without dissymmetry. However if we consider

the stagnation points created by both events, the overpres-

sure �p should be of the order of �w2. Due to this quadratic

relation between pressure and normal velocity, the few num-

ber of high intensity impacts will correlate with signi�cantly

higher pressure uctuations, as compared to those associated

to the large number of dull ejections. Thus, even if the con-

tinuity equation requires that uid moving from the surface

be balanced by uid moving to the surface, the dissymmetry

in the normal velocity or strain-rate �elds can produce unex-

pected inter-component energy transfers. From the skewness

pro�les, we can infer that the disequilibrium between splat

and antisplat is created away from the surface. By slower

motions coming from the wall, the dissymmetry and there-

fore the skewness are enhanced by viscosity in the SW case.

More generally, the origin of the disequilibrium comes, in

the �rst place, from the intrinsic nature of the turbulence

interacting with the surface and, in the second place, should

be a�ected by the viscosity in the case of a SW condition.

As compared to the case of decaying homogeneous turbu-

lence studied by PM95, the pure-di�usion ow con�guration

investigated here reinforce this mechanism by producing a

non-zero skewness in the velocity distribution (see also the

experiments by Risso and Fabre, 1997, in which velocity

skewness close to -1 were reported).

CONCLUSION

In the study of the interaction between sustained turbu-

lence di�using from a plane source and either a free-surface

or a solid wall, several important conclusions seem to be

reached. First, it appears that the anisotropy of the veloc-

ity �eld is insensitive to the precise nature of the dynamic

boundary condition. In other words, kinematic blocking

is felt at the same distance from the surface in the case

of a free-surface ow or in the case of the solid wall ow.

Second, important information has been obtained on the

way the pressure-strain correlation and correspondingly the

intercomponent energy transfer build up from elementary

events. Referring to the splat/antisplat phenomenology in-

troduced by Perot and Moin, it appears that in both cases,

energy transfer ows from the normal component to the tan-

gential components. Its amount is indeed determined by

the disequilibrium between splats and antisplats, but this

disequilibrium mostly mirrors the dissymmetry of the inter-

acting uctuating �eld (measured by the skewness of the

velocity or velocity-derivative uctuating �elds). However

the quadrant decomposition shown in Fig. 7 seems to indi-

cate that the splat/antisplat balance in the solid-wall case

can only account for two thirds of the global amount of in-

tercomponent energy transfer: the remainder corresponds

to processes involving negative pressure uctuations which

suggests that rotational events are to be considered in order

to fully elucidate the mechanisms involved in this case.
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